
 

CHIAWA CAMP

Set on a the ridge with the most commanding & expansive views of any room in the 
Lower Zambezi, this gorgeous 220 sq meter Safari Suite is for those guests looking for 
more luxury, space and exclusivity. Comprising a thatched roof, canvas walls with 
screen windows (similar in design to our new T7 & T8), a king bedroom, a lounge area 
which converts easily and attractively into a second bedroom (with daybeds and 
mosquito nets) for families with a guest loo and washbasin, an inter-leading bathroom 
with indoor shower, indoor loo, his & hers washbasins and bath all with stunning 
views. 



These three rooms all open onto a shaded, timber veranda via folding/sliding screen 
doors to an 18 sq meter swimming pool, outdoor lounge, outdoor dining complete 
with daybeds, outdoor shower and private fireplace.  

The Safari Suite has its own minibar, tea/coffee facilities and of course free wifi.  

An off-grid haven with the utmost privacy, the Safari Suite has its own road access 
and is especially convenient for privately guided game drives. 

The suite is powered entirely by solar with a backup generator when needed. There 
are four overhead fans including one within the mosquito net of the main bedroom, as 
well as 24/7 220V power with international plug points, and a hairdryer connected to 
the generator. 



Please note that the minimum age for the Safari Suite has been reduced to 5 years old although, because the minimum age for children at Chiawa Camp 
remains at 8 years, children younger than 8 years will kindly be refrained from the social areas of camp except when camp is booked on an exclusive use basis. 

TEL: +260 211 261588 (GMT +2 HOURS)     MOBILE:  +260 977 767 433 (GMT +2 HOURS) / (24 HR FOR EMERGENCIES)    EMAIL:  res@chiawa.com 

CONFIGURATION FOR FAMILIES

During the day, daybeds covered in colourful cushions provide ample space and 
comfort for relaxation. At night, during the turn down service, room attendants will 
ready the day beds (large singles) for sleep, with four-poster style mosquito nets and 
pure cotton linens. And again in the morning the beds will once again revert to their 
daytime regalia. 

The lounge has its own “guest bathroom” with loo and washbasin, ideal for the kids 
or for guests like your private guide if he’s hosting a meal. Kids would share the 
indoor shower and bath with their parents though, or use the outdoor shower - lots of 
fun and views of the Zambezi! 

www.chiawa.com


